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Abstract: The coexistence of the need to improve economic conditions and the conscious use of
environmental resources plays a central role in today’s sustainable development challenge. In this
study, a novel integrated framework to evaluate the impact of new technological interventions
is presented and an application to smallholder coffee farms and their supply chains in Kenya is
proposed. This methodology is able to combine multiple information through the joint use of three
approaches: supply chain analysis, input-output analysis, and energy system modeling. Application
to the context of the Kenyan coffee sector enables framework validation: shading management
measures, the introduction of eco-pulpers, and the exploitation of coffee waste biomass for power
generation were compared within a holistic high-level perspective. The implementation of shading
practices, carried out with fruit trees, shows the most relevant effects from the economic point of
view, providing farmers with an additional source of income and generating $903 of work for every
million of local currency (about $9k) invested in this solution. The same investment would save
up to 1.46 M m3 of water per year with the eco-pulpers technology. Investing the same amount in
coffee-biomass power plants would displace a small portion of production from heavy-duty oil and
avoid importing a portion of fertilizer, saving up to 11 tons of CO2 and around $4k per year. The
results suggest the optimal allocation of a $100m budget, which can be affected by adding additional
constraints on minimum environmental or social targets in line with sustainable development goals.

Keywords: supply chain analysis; industrial ecology; energy modeling; development policies; devel-
oping countries

1. Introduction

Over the last decades, the interest in and evidence for the numerous interconnections
between energy, the environment, and society have gained increasing importance for the
international community. Processes and relationships among countries are becoming global
and evolving in a complex framework. In this context, it is no longer possible to consider
development strategies without adopting a systemic approach where social and techno-
logical aspects are jointly taken into account. In the last decade, the recognized relevance
of cross-sectoral linkages among economic sectors has driven research efforts towards
the expansion of energy-economic modeling. Moreover, the 2030 Development Agenda
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identifies energy access as a necessary precondition for human and social promotion, as
well as instrumental in fighting poverty [1].

The coexistence of the need to improve economic conditions, particularly in developing
countries, and the conscious use of environmental resources play a central role in the global
sustainable development challenge. To address this issue, an informed decision-making
process is essential and the support of the scientific community for policymakers may be
pivotal to foster innovative national development policies.

The adoption of a multidisciplinary framework would allow a comprehensive compar-
ison and evaluation of different policy-making decisions, that can affect the environment
and various energy, social, and economic sectors of the country.

Concerning agriculture, a key role is played by smallholder farmers, who produce
about 80% of the food consumed in Africa and Asia [2]. Usually, these producers are
characterized by a low level of productivity in the agricultural sector, which is today
globally responsible for over a quarter of greenhouse gas emissions, the use of half of
habitable land, and 70% of freshwater withdrawals [3].

The complexity of this problem has been recently tackled in the literature either by
combining multiple models in one unique framework or by adopting a macro-economic
perspective. In particular, the integrated framework of CLEWS has been presented and
adopted to demonstrate the added value brought by adopting an integrated approach, able
to capture multiple dimensions of sustainable development by describing the interaction
between energy, water, and climate models [4–7]. Some studies take advantage of the mul-
tiple opportunities offered by integrating physical life cycle assessment and input-output
models to analyze the economic, social, and environmental impacts of replacing conven-
tional liquid fuels with alternative energy sources on the countries’ economic systems [8,9].
Moreover, statistical regression analyses have been used in some studies to investigate
the effect of social and environmental factors and climate adoption strategies on African
farmers’ revenue [10]. However, not all the complexities of sustainable development can
be grasped by models: financial barriers could hamper climate-resilient investments, in
particular in Sub-Saharan Africa. A proper regulatory framework is required to narrow the
climate finance gap necessary for sustainable development but is difficult to be explicitly
represented in models [11].

There are rare attempts that follow a comprehensive cross-sectoral analysis by deeply
investigating the effects of technological innovation and new renewable energy resource
introduction not only on the economy and nature but also on the energy system in detail.
Therefore, to fully realize the sustainability of development opportunities in a specific
sector, impact assessments should not be limited to socioeconomic and environmental
indicators but incorporate explicit analysis within the energy sector of the country. The
need for a framework for addressing the multi-dimensional evaluation of not only climate
adoption strategies but also technological innovation on a specific supply chain emerges
from the literature.

The objective of this research is the formalization and application of a ComprehensIVe
and Integrated Country Study (CIVICS) framework able to assess the impact of policies
considering their multidimensionality, which may be used for supporting decision-making
in developing countries. The tools adopted are (i) supply chain analysis (SCA), (ii) the
input–output analysis model (IOA), and (iii) energy system modeling (ESM). The SCA
allows us to acquire insights into the supply chain of a specific local product considered
strategic for national economic development. It permits us to focus on bottlenecks and
hotspots undermining the supply chain’s overall performance. This analysis allows us
to identify strategies and improvement solutions that can be implemented to overcome
the main issues. With the aim of determining the environmental and economic impact
of the changes occurring with the adoption of the analyzed interventions, an IOA model
is adopted, and to increase the level of technological detail in characterizing the energy
response to changes, a dedicated ESM is needed. In particular, the capability of evaluating
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energy planning strategies in synergy with the analyzed economic policy, enabled by the
integration among the models, represents an important added value.

The peculiarity of this research approach relies on the integration process mentioned.
The adopted tools are combined in an ad-hoc developed system allowing the decision-
makers to assess the multiple impacts of their national strategies and to identify them in
the sustainable development framework.

This unique framework is applied in the context of developing African economies
with a focus on the coffee sector in Kenya, which is one of its major economic pillars.
Despite the decrease in coffee production and exports, local policymakers are concerned
about supporting the coffee industry. The reason behind the decrease in the productivity
of this sector are various but, in this study, the focus is on endogenous reasons that can
be associated with the poor management and governance of the cooperative system and
poor technological innovation. Therefore, first, a supply chain analysis is carried out to
identify the potential interventions for improving productivity. Then, these interventions
are applied by modeling the whole Kenyan economy, adopting a social accounting matrix
developed by JRC [12] to represent all the transactions among the relevant economic agents.
Finally, the role of the produced biomass from the wet processing of coffee as an energy
resource is analyzed by accurately modeling the Kenyan electricity system.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows: in Section 2, the methodological
approach is presented; in Section 3, the first case study is introduced and the methodology
is calibrated on its peculiarities, contextually providing the lesson learned from the SCA
and suggested interventions; in Section 4, results are analyzed and conclusions derived.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Interaction among the Tools within CIVICS Framework

Supply chain analysis (SCA) can be considered the first step of this framework. It
consists of the process of investigating and studying the role and contribution of each
economic agent (actors such as producers, traders, and consumers, as well as legal entities
such as businesses, authorities, and development organizations) along a supply chain, that
contribute directly to the generation of a final product or service. This activity involves the
evaluation of every stage of the supply chain, starting from the raw materials or intermedi-
ate product acquisition and finishing downstream, after all the stages of transformation
and increase in value, at the final delivery of the product to the consumer [13]. The need
for such analysis can be easily understood when considering the rise of globalization
and global trading. In the global supply chain, the developing countries usually play the
role of supplying the raw materials to the more industrialized countries, due to a lack of
know-how and expertise regarding the processing steps of a product. These countries
mostly face problems affecting the performance of the supply chain which include the
instability of governments and policies, corruption, labor-intensive industries, deteriorated
infrastructures, the limited use of new technologies, underemployment, child labor, and the
low education level of the population [14]. The fragmented market on which many supply
chains of developing countries are based, alongside the low access to quality services and
information for all the stakeholders of the supply chain (particularly small producers) and
the informal economy somehow regulating many steps of the chain make it difficult to
collect precise and accurate information to carry out a rigorous study of the supply chain
of a specific product. Therefore, in this research, a customized methodological approach to
SCA in developing countries, which has been developed by the authors [13] based on the
steps shown in Figure 1, is adopted.
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After investigating the bottlenecks in the supply chain of the determined local products,
the identified strategies are implemented through IOA. This approach represents a suitable
and comprehensive industrial ecology methodology for evaluating a structural change in
a determined supply chain while considering the implications on the complex network
of interlinkages among different economic sectors [15]. IOA refers to a macroeconomic
analysis approach based on the study of the sectoral interrelations of an economy [16] and
requires the use of input–output tables, economy-wide databases able to capture the flows
of monetary value between different sectors.

The model adopted in this research is a demand-driven input-output model based
on Supply and Use Tables (SUT). As it has been shown by Lenzen, the framework offered
by SUT can be adopted to directly perform impact analysis [17,18]. The authors invite the
reader to the A3 section of the Supplementary Material S1 for more technical details.

In this framework, it is possible to assume a change in a specific interrelation between
two economic activities of a supply chain by intervening in a specific coefficient. Since
the objective of this work is to evaluate the impact of a technological change related to
both implementation and use, it is required to distinguish every intervention in those
two steps. In both cases, there will be an impact on socio-economic factors (linked with
production through the matrix of monetary exogenous coefficients f ) and environmental
extensions (linked with production through the matrix of physical exogenous coefficients e),
respectively, F and E.

• Investment assessment: in this step, it is required to characterize all the commodities
needed to have the technology produced and installed (e.g., the cost of machinery and
the required training course). From a modeling point of view, this will be translated by
simply adding the required commodities to the final demand vector. The investment
will be handled, as shown in (1), with the current technology assessment (no subscript
identifies baseline data, while subscript i identifies investment data);

• Operation assessment: in this step, it is required to describe all the cross-sectoral
changes that are occurring due to the installed technology. The structural change in
operation will influence, as shown in (2), how the baseline final demand is delivered
(subscript o identifies data after the implementation of the intervention). These changes
may be translated to the model in the following ways:

a. Change in the use coefficients matrix (u, the use side of matrix z): a specific
variation of u can reflect a change in how much input of a certain commodity is
required for one unit of output (e.g., machinery, not used in the baseline, will
directly increase the consumption of diesel in a certain activity).

b. Change in the satellite account coefficients matrices (f and e): a specific variation
of f or e can reflect a change in activity intensities (e.g., machinery, not used
in the baseline, will directly emit an additional amount of CO2 emissions in
performing a certain activity).

c. Change in the market share matrix (v, the make side of matrix z): a specific
variation of a v coefficient represents how much of each activity is required every
time a certain commodity is demanded. Therefore, a change in the v matrix
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could be used to model the change in the productivity of a specific activity. In
fact, productivity is how much output is produced for each unit of input, or, in
the case of a demand-driven model, how much input is needed to deliver the
same output (e.g., the physical productivity of coffee plants increases because of
the introduced technology).

∆Fi = f [

Xi︷ ︸︸ ︷
(I − z)−1 Yi]− f [

X︷ ︸︸ ︷
(I − z)−1 Y]

∆Ei = e [(I − z)−1Yi]−e [(I − z)−1 Y]

(1)

∆Fo = fo [

Xo︷ ︸︸ ︷
(I − zo)

−1 Y]− f [

X︷ ︸︸ ︷
(I − z)−1 Y]

∆Eo = eo [(I − zo)
−1Y]−e [(I − z)−1 Y]

(2)

Note that a variable with one underline identifies a vector, while one with a double
underline identifies a matrix. A variable in capital letters has absolute units (e.g., M$ or
Gg), while one in small letters has output-specific units (e.g., M$/M$ or Gg/M$).

Where X and Y represent the total production of commodities and industrial activities
and the final demand of commodities, respectively, z symbolizes the supply and use
representation of the technological structure of the economy and I is the identity matrix
of the same dimensions of z. The calculation is carried out through an openly available
Python-based tool for performing input–output analyses, called MARIO [19].

Eventually, in order to understand the required energy system planning to align
with the identified technological changes in the supply chain of the determined local
products, a model of the energy system is adopted. ESM consists of the practice of building
a mathematical representation of a physical energy system in order to understand its
dynamics and reaction to interventions or future scenarios. It can be summarized as a
discipline to support energy policy and long-term strategic energy planning decisions with
insights generated by models. In particular, for this work, it is possible to narrow the
discussion to engineering models for energy systems sizing, investment planning, and
operation or dispatch optimization. The selected modeling framework is the open-source
software Calliope [20], a “linear programming framework for spatial–temporal energy
system optimization” [21]. The framework allows for a 1-year modeling horizon, works
with 1 h resolution, and is based on the power nodes model, meaning that the geographical
resolution of the model is left to the modeler, depending on the specific needs. A power
node is created to represent a region, an area, or a building, where energy can be produced,
consumed, and transferred from one another. The advantage of being able to customize
the modeled power nodes is that the geographical scope and resolution representable with
the framework is completely up to the necessities of the modeler and able to adapt to the
availability of data, often a critical aspect when modeling systems in developing economies.
In this research, the spatial resolution of our modeling is set to the national scale.

In Figure 2, a set of possible interactions between the tools, which summarize the
approach, is outlined. As it is mentioned, in the presented configuration, IOA, a fit-for-
purpose modeling approach of Industrial Ecology [22], acts as a bridge between a robust
characterization of the supply chain under investigation and detailed modeling of the
energy system. Indeed, thanks to the exchange of information between SCA and IOA, (as
the outputs of the SCA are input for the IOA), it is possible to evaluate impacts at the social,
economic, and environmental levels of the formulated improvement strategies. Further-
more, the integration of results between IOA and ESM permits us to formulate an energy
strategy ad hoc for these interventions, addressing sustainable development objectives.
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2.2. Evaluating and Comparing Interventions within the CIVICS Framework

The scope of the CIVICS framework is to evaluate economic development opportu-
nities in a specific socio-economic context from a country perspective. At the same time,
it is possible to assess how these opportunities are configured with respect to national
environmental objectives. In this sense, the approach should be seen as a way to coherently
compare investment opportunities within the same limiting modeling assumptions.

Each opportunity is identified by a possible technological intervention. This interven-
tion has an impact not only on the sector in which the direct change takes place but also
on its interlinked activities. In real life, these changes occur while many other interrelated
activities change in magnitude or in the needed input mix. The model is a representation of
an approximated reality where it is possible to isolate the effect of each specific intervention.

If an intervention is beneficial in reducing the amount of input required for delivering
the same products and services that were produced and delivered in the baseline case,
this means that the intervention could be used to unleash the potential for expanding the
production, increasing the wages, or improving the margins. Since it is not possible to
evaluate the potential effects of these potential political choices, it is preferred to build up a
general economic indicator that considers the total savings triggered by each intervention
with respect to the required level of investment.

The name of this indicator, defined in (3), is Policy Return on Investment (PRoI), and rep-
resents the expected yearly economic return on the investment from a national perspective,
considering all the direct and indirect implications of changing the sectoral interdepen-
dencies on the shape of each intervention. The yearly economic return embodies not only
the savings in the form of economic factors from the sector where the intervention occurs
(e.g., being more productive leads to using less capital land per unit of output) but also
in the form of avoided import (e.g., the new configuration implies a self-production of
an organic fuel that replaces a fraction of the imported oil) and avoided internal input
request (e.g., trees are introduced for their shading potential but they also produce locally
consumed fruit as a by-product which substitutes a fraction of bought food).

PRoI =
Savingso [M$/y]
Investmenti [M$]

= PPBT−1 (3)

The inverse of PRoI is the Policy Pay-Back Time (PPBT) and represents the number of
years needed to repay the investment faced. It should be underlined that this repayment
time must not be compared with entrepreneur-level repayment time, which is based on an
individual investment perspective.

PRoI or PPBT are therefore used as a general economic indicator that reports the level
of increase in the economic efficiency of the country involved in each intervention. Of
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course, there are many other possible case-specific indicators that can influence the choice
between taking the investment opportunity or not.

For the sake of consistent comparison, each of these indicators should be referred to
on the basis of the same functional unit. A functional unit is a quantified description of
the function of a product or service that serves as the reference basis for all calculations
regarding impact assessment [23]. In this case, and as a general rule, the same level
of investment could be used as a functional unit to coherently compare interventions,
providing useful insights for policymakers for each relevant dimension. This application of
CIVICS will be referred to as Integrated Multidimensional Analysis.

Furthermore, this approach could be extended by adopting linear optimization tech-
niques, which can turn into a Policy Goal application of CIVICS. In fact, assuming linearity
between investment level and savings, therefore neglecting possible non-linear depen-
dencies between the magnitude of the intervention and the relative costs and benefits,
it is possible to build an optimization problem shaped on policy-maker objectives. For
example, as can be seen by the set of inequalities in (4), it is possible to have a mix (mix) of
interventions expressed in millions of investments that meet budget constraints and social
and environmental objectives while minimizing the amount of input required to deliver
the same final demand (i.e., maximizing savings).

Max
(

mixT PRoI
)

s.t. mixT 1 ≤ Budget
mixT ij ≥ Minimum_social_or_environmental_objectivej ∀j

(4)

where ij represents the net intensity change expected with respect to social or environmental
objective j. Note that all the underlined variables are vectors with dimensions as big as the
number of possible interventions.

A more detailed description of the methodological approach can be found in the
Supplementary Information (Supplementary Material S1).

3. Case Study
3.1. Agriculture in Kenya: Addressing the Supply Chain Analysis of the Coffee Sector

Over the last years, the Kenyan Government, in an attempt to strengthen the com-
mitment toward sustainable development, has promoted key public investments based
on four priority development pillars, namely: (i) enhancing food and nutrition security,
(ii) providing affordable housing, (iii) increasing manufacturing and agro-processing, and
(iv) achieving universal health coverage. The agriculture sector has a pivotal role in usher-
ing in these sustainable economic development ambitions. Agriculture is not only central
to the achievement of “a globally competitive and prosperous country with a high quality
of life by 2030”, but it is also expected to deliver on Kenya’s global commitments, including
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [24,25]. Nowadays, agricultural incomes (from
crops, livestock, and fishing) account for 64% of the income sources of the poor and 53% of
incomes for the non-poor (The World Bank, 2019a). Moreover, the sector establishes the
industrialization framework by supplying raw materials to other industries (over 75% of
industrial raw materials) and it lays the foundation of numerous off-farm activities, such
as logistics and research [26]. In fact, agriculture contributed indirectly to 27% of the GDP
in 2019, through the linkage with manufacturing, distribution, and other service-related
sectors [27].

However, despite having one of the highest productivities in Eastern Africa, a large
share of agriculture in Kenya is still prone to harvest failure (as caused by drought in 2019),
being for the most part rainfed. For this reason, ongoing policy and institutional reforms are
focusing on stabilizing agricultural output and reducing the risks, by supporting irrigation
schemes, post-harvest losses management, and input markets.

In particular, the coffee sector in Kenya relies on a well-developed logistics hub, where
all the main international traders, as well as a large pool of coffee experts, from farming
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to marketing, logistics, and trading are represented. However, Kenya contributes a small
share to the global coffee market and accounts for 11.7% of African production. Despite
the fact that coffee is still one of the strategic products for the Kenyan domestic economy,
its role has been downgraded over the last decades. This decline follows a downward
trend in production, which is expected to drop to a new record low for 2019–2020 (around
39,000 tons), as affected by the prolonged drought and low returns. In addition, and
similarly to other coffee-producing countries, price volatility and significant fluctuations
have deterred Kenyan producers and other value chain actors from making the necessary
investments for increasing competitiveness, productivity, and production [28].

Average national productivity for Arabica coffee in Kenya is estimated at around
300 kg/ha of clean coffee for smallholder farms, which is low compared to average
yields for Arabica worldwide (698 kg/ha) and in neighboring countries, such as Rwanda
(1160 kg/ha) and Ethiopia (995 kg/ha) [29,30]. This gap may be the result of different
factors such as sub-optimal or obsolete agricultural practices, the scarce availability of
technical skills and knowledge, limited access to inputs and technologies (such as modern
coffee varieties, chemicals, fertilizers, irrigation), and land size. At the same time, the high
incidence of pests and diseases, such as coffee berry disease and leaf rust, remains a major
issue, affecting cost and yields for most growers in Kenya [28,31,32].

Addressing the main outputs of the SCA, three interventions to enhance the sustain-
ability and the value addition of the supply chain were identified for the CIVICS framework,
in particular:

a. The introduction of shading management practices via trees, through intercropping in
coffee plantations (shading trees);

b. The introduction of innovative water-saving pulping machinery for the wet milling
process (eco-pulpers);

c. The exploitation of coffee wet-processing waste as a source of biomass for energy and
fertilizer production (biomass).

These interventions have been contextualized considering Kenya’s specific back-
ground, whether they have been already implemented or not in similar cases, and the
existence of technologies easily available, in order to provide a set of realistic interventions.
Furthermore, since the lowest level of coffee productivity is observed within smallholder
production, all the interventions have been modeled as if they took place at the rural
cooperative level.

3.2. Applying CIVICS Methodology to the Coffee Sector in Kenya

In order to model the Kenyan economy, it is required to represent it in such a way
that economic agents’ transactions could be accounted for entirely. In this research, the
SUT, reported in Figure 3, is built from the information of the social accounting matrix
(SAM), developed by the Joint Research Centre (JRC) [33], extended with EORA’s national
environmental extension for the same period (i.e., 2014) [34]. This SAM has been selected
because of its recently updated data and for the characterization of household activities as
a contribution to the local economy. This is very important when it is required to model the
agricultural sector in a developing economy such as Kenya’s, especially when analyzing
the coffee sector, where smallholder production is extremely relevant.

The present structure, in the form of the observed exchanges during the year 2014,
works as a baseline on which technological interventions have been modeled.

From the SCA, three possible interventions to improve the coffee sector have been
identified. The technical details of the modeling of the following interventions are provided
in the Supplementary Information (Supplementary Material S2), while here a general
overview is provided.
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Figure 3. Structure of the SUT input–output model adopted in this research.

a. Shading management via trees

Optimal coffee-growing conditions include cool to warm tropical climates, good rain-
fall, and rich soils. Rising temperatures and recurrent droughts, experienced by many
regions in the world as a result of climate change, represent a challenge for coffee produc-
tion. Therefore, adaption practices are required in order to reduce the risks and the decline
in coffee productivity. Among those, coffee shading (so-called shade-grown coffee) repre-
sents a climate-smart practice, which is gaining popularity, especially within small-holder
contexts. Data sources of this intervention are reported in Table 1.

In the framework of this study, Coffee-Banana Intercropping (CBI) was considered.
Research conducted in different contexts in Sub-Saharan Africa [35,36] proved that CBI
systems can bring multiple benefits for smallholders, in particular:

• Increased resilience to climate change and extreme weather events;
• Increased incomes and improved food and nutrition security;
• Improved plant growth and enhanced coffee quality;
• Reduction in greenhouse gas emissions.

Potential disadvantages and barriers to the adoption of CBI were also pointed out:

• Negative impact on physical yield;
• High level of initial investment.
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Table 1. Input parameters for shading tree management intervention.

Description Value Unit of
Measure Reference

Number of coffee plants 1800–2200 1 Plants/hectare [28]

Fraction of shading trees to
coffee plants 25 % [37]

Cost of purchasing a
shading banana plant 1.3 $/plant [38]

Cost of planting a shading
banana plant 0.13 $/plant

Estimation: a 10% cost
over purchasing
was assumed.

Banana yield 15 kg/plant [39]

Banana price 0.065 $/kg [39]

Reduction in physical yield
(optimum level of shading) 8–15 % [37]

Reduction in monetary
yield (potential
price growth)

2 % [36]

Increase in the total soil
carbon stocks 3.8 ton/ha [36]

Reduction in required
capital-machines 27 % [40]

Growth in demand
for labor 38 % [40]

Useful life of the
shading plants 20 years

Estimation: multiple
banana trees emerging

from the same rhizome in
a couple of decades

1 In an intercrop system, the plant population is going to be less than the actual number in Kenyan coffee
monocrops, which is reported at around 2500 plants per hectare.

b. Eco-pulper for wet milling process

The pulping process is the last step of green-coffee production which takes place
before drying. In the first step of the wet process, the skin and the pulp of the cherry are
removed by a pulping machine, separating the pulp from the seed. Washing clears all
remaining traces of pulp from the coffee seeds, which are then dried either by exposure to
sunlight on concrete terraces or by passing through hot-air driers. The dry skin around the
seed, called the parchment, is then mechanically removed, sometimes with polishing. This
process takes place in the so-called wet mills and can affect the quality of coffee as a result
of poor pulping. Losses incurred could be significant, but there are no available data to
indicate their extent [28].

Pulping is normally based on a large water withdrawal and discharge, representing
a risk for the sustainability of the process as well as for the communities living in the
surroundings. Nowadays, available technology, the so-called eco-pulper machinery, is
able to drastically reduce the impacts on water sources by minimizing water consumption
and wastewater production. These machines can process up to 1 ton/h, reducing the
processing time, serving several farms which can actually share the financial risk associated
with the investment, and increasing the use of petroleum-based fuel. Data sources of this
intervention are reported in Table 2.
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Table 2. Input parameters eco-pulpers intervention.

Description Value Unit of Measure References

Cost of
eco-pulping machine 1430 $ [41,42]

Cost of delivery 46 $
Estimation: a 10% cost

over purchasing
was assumed.

Required power 1.1 kW [41,42]

Capacity of the machine 0.5 tons of coffee/h [41,42]

Efficiency of the machine 30 % [41,42]

Decrease in water footprint 85 % [41,42]

Number of smallholders to
be covered by
each machine

300–600 Smallholder/machine

Estimation: based on
coffee fields productivity,

proximity, and
machinery capacity.

Productivity increase 0–2.5 %

Estimation: assumed on
the basis of field
interviews and

expert judgments.

Carbon intensity of the
eco-pulpers

electricity consumption
0.27 kgCO2/kWh [43]

Useful life of the
eco-pulpers 10 years

Estimation: based on
similar machinery’s

expected life.

c. Exploiting biomass from coffee organic waste

As previously mentioned, from the SCA it has emerged that the wet processing
generates waste, such as water and exhausted biomass. As also supported by observations
in both Ethiopia and Kenya [44–46], waste, if not properly managed and discharged into
the environment without any treatment, can affect the environment and pose a risk to
communities. Data sources of this intervention are reported in Table 3 and the Logical
Structure of the intervention reported in Figure 4.
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Following the principles of the circular economy, the proposed intervention aims at
taking advantage of the waste biomass by feeding an anaerobic digester coupled with
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a biogas upgrader to produce bio-methane [47]. It is noteworthy that, in addition to
the production of biogas, the anaerobic digestion of agricultural waste also produces an
organic residue, namely digestate, which is rich in nutrients. If this digestate is utilized in
plant production, nutrients will be reintegrated into the soil nutrient cycle, contributing to
maintaining soil quality and fertility. The utilization of digestates may replace or at least
reduce the use of mineral fertilizers, since they usually are rich in plant-available nutrients
such as ammonium (NH4

+), phosphate (P), and potassium (K) [48,49]. Moreover, the re-use
of digestate for plant production, including coffee, is of particular interest to the Kenyan
economy, being that fertilizers are massively imported into the country and on which the
domestic agricultural sector relies heavily [50].

Table 3. Input parameters for biomass powerplant intervention.

Description Value Unit of Measure Reference

Specific cost of
biodigester 10,000 $/Nm3/h

Estimation: assumed on the
basis of field interviews and

industrial players’ judgments.

Specific cost of storage 0 $/Nm3
Estimation: assumed on the
basis of field interviews and

industrial players’ judgments.

Specific cost
of generator 500 $/kW

Estimation: assumed on the
basis of field interviews and

industrial players’ judgments.

Electricity production
in one year by

new plants
80 GWh Energy modeling

output (Calliope) 1

Carbon intensity of
electricity production

from heavy fuel oil
0.27 kgCO2/kWh [43]

Efficiency of the old
diesel generators to

be replaced
0.4 - Estimation: average efficiency

of diesel generators.

Biomass to
fertilizer rate 0.3 -

Estimation: assumed on the
basis of field interviews and

expert judgments.

Labor cost 2 37.5 [51]

Size of biodigester 250 Nm3/h
Estimation: assumed on the

basis of biomass plant
characteristics.

Size of generator 25,000 Nm3
Estimation: assumed on the

basis of biomass plant
characteristics.

Size of storage 1 MW
Estimation: assumed on the

basis of biomass plant
characteristics.

Increase in use of
transport commodity

by cooperatives
30% -

Estimation: assumed based on
coffee fields and biomass

plant proximity.

Useful life of
the machines 25 years

Estimation: assumed on the
basis of biomass

plant characteristics.
1 To be changed for every different number of Gensets. 2 Considering 2 technicians, one process engineer, and one
electrical and power engineer per each plant.
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The wet-mill process produces two different kinds of biomass waste, namely pulp
(assumed to be 200% of the weight of the final green coffee production) and parchment
(assumed to be 20% of the weight of the final green coffee production). The amount of
waste produced refers to [52], who performed a specific analysis on the coffee industry of
Kenya. The intervention proposes to collect the biomass waste at the mills level for biogas
production, installing a power-producing machine in 17 mills.

The power produced by such machines is assumed to be injected into the national grid,
and the fertilizer produced to enter the national market. Given the extreme seasonality of
the availability of the coffee waste biomass, it is necessary to account for a storage system,
in which the bio-methane is stored to allow the electricity generation to be carried out all
year long. The impact of such intervention is explored with a twofold approach, taking
advantage of the two modeling strategies presented in this work. Through the energy
system model of the country, it is possible to assess how the national electricity system
reacts to the new generating technologies, integrating them into the energy mix, and to
observe how and when this energy is used, while the IOA permits us to estimate the
impacts on the economy of changing the inputs to the electricity sector and avoiding the
import of a part of the fertilizers required by the smallholder coffee cooperatives.

4. Results and Discussion

In order to guarantee a coherent comparative analysis, the same investment level of
KES 1 million, corresponding to approximately $9k, is adopted for the analysis.

Within this modeling structure, assuming a policy goal and a set of implementation
strategies, it is possible to adopt the two applications of the CIVICS framework, depicted
in Section 2.2.

• Integrated Multidimensional Analysis: evaluate the impact of different interventions and
create a set of comparable and case-specific indices. In the present case, the focus is on
six indicators, which are connected to as many SDGs.

• Policy Goal: find an optimized mix of strategies that is compliant with policy-makers’
main concerns while respecting other policy objectives. For this specific case study,
a budget constraint of $100m is set. In this case, the maximization of the savings of
economic production factors is first compared in the absence of further constraints
and then subjected to one on green-water savings and reduction in CO2 emissions.

Figure 5 represents an exhaustive summary of the Integrated Multidimensional Analysis,
including six indicators by which the impact of various applied interventions is compared.
In the following, a detailed description of the change in each indicator by the proposed
strategies is reported.

• Required workforce: It represents the amount of additional labor, by means of required
wages expenditure for $9k of investment. In this study, it can be noticed that introduc-
ing shading trees leads to the most dominant positive increase in local labor impact.
In fact, the sectors associated with the harvesting and maintenance of banana trees
are characterized by more labor intensiveness compared to the other interventions.
This could have desirable effects in getting close to the objective depicted by SDG 8,
introducing positive conditions to enable economic growth and decent jobs.

• Avoided import: Although being resilient to external shocks can play a role in im-
proving the economic conditions of a country, it is not easy to put into practice when
the considered economy is largely dependent on the import of crucial commodities
(e.g., petroleum). The biomass intervention in this research permits one to decrease
this dependence by the local production of a non-negligible share of imported prod-
ucts. Furthermore, extracting value from coffee waste, which was formerly an un-
exploited resource, is aligned with SDG 12, ensuring a sustainable production and
consumption pattern.

• Land saving: This indicator is associated with SDG 6, which promotes the sustainable
use of terrestrial ecosystems and avoids land degradation. Land-use reduction by
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installing eco-pulpers is highly dependent on the assumed new productivity, influ-
encing, importantly, the number of new inputs saved per unit of production. On the
one hand, eco-pulpers allow for a more resource-efficient conversion of coffee berries
into green coffee, reducing waste per unit of output. On the other hand, intercropping
makes land use more efficient by exploiting banana–coffee synergies.

• Emission saving: Carbon emissions are considerably reduced by adopting biomass
intervention due to the shift in electricity mix from heavy fuel oil to biomass combus-
tion, which follows the climate action proposed by SDG 13. In fact, the activity of the
highly carbon-intense heavy fuel oil is limited by substituting part of the fixed overall
electricity production by means of the new—according to modeling assumptions,
carbon-neutral—power production technology.

• Water-saving: This impact is extremely relevant when wet mills are substituted by
eco-pulpers, allowing for the sustainable management of water introduced by SDG 6.
Eco-pulpers are increasing the overall efficiency of the process (which is also true for
the shading trees intervention) and heavily reducing the amount of water required
per unit of processed coffee.

• PROI: Considering shading management intervention, the main economic benefit is
associated with the introduction of additional revenue-generation activity, which is the
production of bananas coming out of the shading trees. This benefit compensates for
the reduction in coffee productivity in cooperatives, leading to a higher Policy Return
on Investment compared to the other strategies. On the other hand, the annual return
on investment in eco-pulper intervention is mostly due to the savings coming from
the direct impact of the increase in the productivity in cooperatives on the economic
factors of this sector. Although the adoption of biomass resources does not increase the
physical productivity of coffee, the reduction in imports of petroleum and fertilizers
due to the intervention leads to an annual saving of around $20m.
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More detailed results are represented separately in the Supplementary Information
(Supplementary Material S3) of this paper where the reader can refer to the impacts on the
activities and also carbon emissions in various sectors alongside the changes in the import
of different commodities due to each individual intervention.

For what concerns the Policy Goal application of the framework, a $100 m budget has
been set, allowing investments among the selected interventions, but the result may change
if environmental objectives are introduced (Table 4).

Table 4. Optimization choices when running the model with only budget and physical constraints
and when adding environmental objectives. The first percentage represents the budget allocation
while the second compares the amount invested with the maximum possible level of investment.

Without Env. Objectives With Env. Objectives

Eco-pulpers 0%, 0% 1%, 34%
Shading Trees 63%, 100% 50%, 79%

Biomass 37%, 73% 49%, 98%

When no environmental objectives are set, the logic is straightforward: the only limits
of the model are represented by physical boundaries, otherwise it would select only the
intervention with the highest PRoI. However, since it is not possible to cover with trees
more than the coffee plants, the budget is invested also in the second most profitable
intervention (i.e., biomass).

The introduction of environmental constraints, in this example in the form of a mini-
mum annual saving with respect to the baseline of circa 70 kton of CO2 and 300 Mm3 per
year, slightly modifies the intervention choices. Now, all the biomass potential is exploited
in order to reach the carbon reduction objective; similarly, the desired savings of water
can be reached only by adding eco-pulpers into the interventions mix. The selected mix of
interventions can be performed simultaneously and the combined results of the changes
introduced by the new technologies and practices can diverge from the linear behavior
assumed for finding the optimal mix.

An example of the combined effect of the intervention is represented by the employ-
ment consequences by skill level, driven by the investment of the $100 m budget if allocated
as proposed by the Policy Goal mode including environmental objectives.

As shown in Figure 6, investments in the coffee sector trigger labor increases in other
sectors all over Kenya, but the main change is associated with the increase in demand for
low-skill workers in the north area of the country (see public.flourish.studio/visualisation/
3338282/ accessed on 1 April 2022 for the interactive version of the map). It can be inferred
that policies that aim at increasing the occupation level in the most vulnerable population
share should be driven towards the coffee sector. This is particularly relevant since higher
shares of unemployment are among unskilled workers and the northern part of the country
is the one with the lowest wealth relative index [53]. Figure 6 shows, in particular, how
from the optimal allocation of the $100 m investment, unskilled workers in the northern
regions of the country are the category that benefits the most.

Furthermore, the same $100m of investment would not only positively impact the
social sphere but would also benefit the economic and environmental dimensions of
sustainability.
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5. Conclusions

With the aim of providing a policy support system that is scientifically solid, evidence-
driven, and able to grasp the complexity related to the Water-Energy-Food Nexus and the
systemic nature of the challenges involved within the sustainable development challenge,
the CIVICS framework is presented in this study.

CIVICS, the ComprehensIVe and Integrated Country Study, intends to be a tool to
support the decision-makers of developing countries by evaluating the impact of the
proposed policies and framing them in the bigger picture of SDGs, while ensuring that the
desired local outcome is achieved. In this report, some possible applications of CIVICS
to different policy options for the coffee sector in Kenya are outlined in order to provide
examples of the potential of the approach.

In particular, attention can be drawn to the modularity and customizability of the
framework, making it flexible to the context in which it is applied, and suitable for evaluat-
ing policies that range from the national or regional level, down to very context-specific
local interventions. The model is offering different tools that can be used in synergy or as
stand-alone impact evaluation methods accordingly to the needs of the specific context.

In addition to that, it is worth highlighting how an interesting feature is to use CIVICS
as a benchmarker between policy interventions, offering the possibility to assign a series
of indicators to the proposed policies, in order to evaluate the proposals within a single
framework and provide insights based on their relevance with the SDGs, or other technical
and socio-economic references. Furthermore, it is possible to exploit an operational research
method to identify the optimal mix of interventions under a constrained budget to meet
the desired policy outcomes.

In conclusion, some key take-away messages can be derived from the presented
approach. In particular, it emerged how the use of an integrated framework is pivotal to
achieving the full potential of the adopted models, which gain strength and provide deeper
insights when coupled with the others. The double nature of the approach guarantees the
achievement of specific local goals, without overlooking international frameworks, such as
Agenda 2030, as a global blueprint for inclusive development.

The goal of this work is to propose a novel methodology, reproducible in other con-
texts and/or geographical areas. The source code and input data are therefore released
with an open license for transparency and reproducibility purposes [54]. They are made
freely available in the following repository: github.com/SESAM-Polimi/CIVICS-KENYA,
accessed on 1 April 2022.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/en15093071/s1, Supplementary Material S1: Detailed Materials
and Methods; Supplementary Material S2: Proposed Interventions in Detail; Supplementary Material
S3: Detailed results by interventions; Supplementary Material S4: Supplementary Data.

github.com/SESAM-Polimi/CIVICS-KENYA
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/en15093071/s1
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/en15093071/s1
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